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ABSTRACT
Basà language is classified as belonging to Kainji family under the sub-phylum Western-
Kainji known as Rubasa (Basa Benue) (Croizier, and Blench, 1992:32). It is spoken in  
North Central Nigeria, such as all the Federal Councils, Niger, Nasarawa, Benue, and  
Kogi  states.  This  paper  investigates  applicative  constructions  in  Basà  language.  It  
examines the thematic roles played by the applicative morpheme that attaches to the  
predicate  which  is  characterized  by  different  allomorphs  based  on  the  verb  stem in  
question. In addition to my intuition as a native speaker of Basà language, data collected  
for this work consists of multimedia recording of grammatical structures from natural  
and spontaneous discourse observed, staged and elicited spoken data from fluent native  
speakers, and a customized wordlist to generate data that are applicative biased. The  
paper argues that, the applicative morpheme that attaches to the verb stem triggers a  
syntactic process, that is, it transitivizes an intransitive verb and derives a ditransitive  
verb. Four applicatives are distinguished in this study namely: benefactive, locative (goal  
and source), maleficiary, and stimuli/psychological.  Each of these is characterized by  
increasing the valency of the predicate by an argument. This study discovers that, in each  
case,  the  applicative  morpheme  attaches  to  the  verb  stem  and  subcategorizes  only  
[+animate] arguments, and never [-animate] arguments and not only to transitive verbs.  
It also found out that, when the applicative affix applies to verb stem, it transitivizes an  
intransitive  verb  and  derives  a  bi-transitive  form  from  a  transitive  one.  The  work  
contributes  to  the  greater  understanding  of  applicative  construction  and  the  type  of  
transformation  involved.   Similar  study  can  be  replicated  in  languages  that  are  
syntactically similar.   
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Introduction



This paper examines applicative constructions in Basà language, a syntactic process that 
is quite productive in the language. The distinct roles expressed by the oblique marker 
that attaches to the verb stem. The choice of this study hinges on the fact that studies on 
applicative  constructions in  most African languages are  every  uncommon and scanty. 
This  study  answers  the  questions:  What  syntactic  transformations  result  from  the 
attachment of applicative affixes to verb stems in the sentence? What is the consequence 
of this process to the verb’s valency? This study adds to the existing body of knowledge 
in the linguistic literature, and creates awareness of how applicatives operate in the Basà 
language. 
The Basà people are found in all Federal Councils: Kwali, Gwagwalada, Kuje, Bwari, 
Munucipal; Kogi; Nasarawa; Niger; and Benue states. Basà in Kogi are found in Bassa,  
Dekina,  Ankpa,  Kogi  and  Kotonkarfe   Local  Government  Areas;  Kontagora  Local 
Government  in  Niger;  Nasarawa,  Kokona,  and  Toto  Local  Government  Areas  in 
Nasarawa  State;  Agatu  Local  Government  in  Benue  in  Nigeria.  According  to  2008 
census, Basà had the population of 224839 (National Population Commission 2008). This 
is highly disputable as many Basà people believe their number triples that figure.
This section highlights the problems that are faced by this language that necessitate this 
investigation. First, many languages of the world are seriously endangered, because their 
native speakers neglect speaking them, and most of the languages are neither written, 
studied nor documented. This threat is particularly faced by Basà language, gradually 
resulting in critical language endangerment which is one of the major reasons for doing 
this research.
Furthermore, there is a dearth of information on Basà, especially in areas of morphology 
and syntax which are basic to the study of language. This study therefore will attempt to 
fill this existing gap in the literature.
The Justification for this work hinges on the fact that this aspect of the morphosyntax of 
Basà language has not been properly described.  Apart  from Imoh & Amende (2011), 
Imoh (2012, 2013a, 2013b, and 2014), no known work addresses Basà morphosyntax. 
Therefore studying Basà language at this level will help to bridge the existing gap and 
promote it.  This descriptive study will add to the existing knowledge in the linguistic 
literature and create an awareness of how applicatives operate in Basà language, make a 
meaningful contribution to scholarship and pave a way for other language developers 
such as language planners, classifiers, lexicographers, linguistic historians and writers of 
study  materials  such  as  primers,  pedagogical  materials  for  learning  and  teaching  the 
language at all levels. Furthermore, the study will also benefit other researchers in the 
understanding  of  the  morphology  and  the  syntax  of  Basà  and  unveil  the  interesting 
processes underlying the interface or the hybrid of morphology and syntax.



To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, nothing has been done applicativization of 
Basà language; therefore, this work serves as the pioneering work and reference point to 
other  investigators.  Finally,  several  works  have  been  done  on  various  aspects  of 
linguistics such as syntax, morphology, semantics etc, but the morphosyntactic literature 
is very scanty. This work therefore seeks to address the gap in the linguistic literature.    
The researcher has selected what he believes he can manage within the time of the study. 
Although, speakers of Basà are scattered all  over North Central Nigeria,  this work is 
based on the standard lect, that is, Central Basà. It is the variety intelligible to all other 
dialects. The domain of morphosyntax cannot be exhaustively discussed in this study. 
Therefore, this work addresses applicative constructions in the language.

Theoretical Review
An  applicative  is  a  type  of  double-object  construction  in  some  languages  (Crystal, 
2008:30).  It  is  a  process  of  promoting  an  argument  for  instance,  an  instrumental  or 
locative NP to the status of object as a result of attaching an applicative affix to the verb 
stem (Matthews, 2007:23). Booij (2007:197) exemplifies this grammatical process from 
the Atlantic language,  Wolof,  where  an additional benefactive argument is  created.  It 
appears it has similar meaning cross-linguistically. Both English and Wolof have double 
object construction with an applied benefactive argument, but only in Wolof can such a 
benefactive participant be attached to the verb stem, as an affix:
(1) English:
a. I baked a cake.     b. I baked him a cake/ I baked a cake for him
c. I ran. d. *I ran him (i.e. I ran for him) (Pylkkann, 2000:1)
(2) Wolof
a. Mungi lekk ag  kuddu
   PRES. 3SG              eat       with    spoon    ‘He is eating with a spoon’
b. Mungi Lekke-e Kuddu
    PRES. 3SG eat with spoon ‘He is eating with a spoon’
(3) Ni-c-no     Paqui – lia
       i-it myself wash – APPL ‘I  wash  it  for  myself’    (Booij 
2007:197)
In  the  foregoing  examples,  the  applicative  morpheme  that  attaches  to  the  verb  stem 
(predicate) is equivalent to a prepositional head complemented with an oblique object as 
shown in (2) (see Comrie, 1985).
Aronoff & Fudeman (2005:195) investigate Kivujo, a dialect of Kichaga and report that 
applicativization  describes  a  number  of  different  grammatical  functions  changing 
phenomena cross-linguistically. It involves the addition of an applicative affix along with 



a change in function of an oblique (such as locative, instrumental), indirect object or null 
object.  The  applied  object  may  be  interpreted  as  beneficiary,  maleficiary,  goal, 
instrumental,  location  or  locative  depending  on  the  language  or  the  particular 
constructions. They exemplify this phenomenon with examples from Bresnan & Moshi 
(1990:148) as follows:
(4) a. N- a- a-  iy-a               k-eiya
        FOC-IS- PR-eat-FV CL7-food
    ‘He/she is eating food’
      (b) N-      a-   i-    yi      –i –     a m-ka k-elya
FOC-IS-PR –eat – APP – FV CL-1-wife  CL7-food
‘He/she is eating food for the benefit of the wife or he/she is eating food to the detriment 
of the wife (cheating on the wife)’

In the foregoing, the appearance of the additional object is made possible by the addition 
of  the  prefix,  -i to  the  verb  stem.  This  therefore  results  in  two possible  readings  or 
interpretations as shown above. In the first, the wife is considered the beneficiary; in the 
second a maleficiary; both of which are as a result of the attachment of the applicative 
affix to the predicate.
Similarly,  McPherson (2008:27) reports  that  in Luanda,  the applicative morpheme –il 
plays  a  variety  of  roles,  all  serving  to  introduce  a  new  argument  to  the  verb.  She 
exemplifies the phenomenon as follows:

 (5) a.    a –          ku –        zin       il - a
  3SG. S- 2SG.O dance – APP-FV ‘He is dancing for you’
b. a-             zin – il – a    mu-nyumba
    3SG.O dance APP-FV 18-house ‘He is dancing in the house’
c. n-             fumb   –it – a    pate jo
    ISG.S – cook – APP-FV part your     ‘I am cooking for your party’
d. in        – mu  –gul    –il    –a     eki – tee tei
   IP.S – 3SG.O –buy–APP-FV 7 a dress ‘We are buying her a dress’

In the foregoing  applicatives, (5a) licenses the benefactive object you marked on the verb 
stem;  in (5b), the applicative marks the location on an argument of the verb; while (5c) 
implies motive, namely, ‘for your party’; in (5d), the applicative licenses the goal. In this 
case, there are neither prepositions nor case markers in the language that might provide 
an alternative means. Some languages with applicative constructions, paraphrases of it 



may be possible (i.e. a preposition may be used to introduce an indirect object (Bresnan 
& Moshi 1990:149).
Linguistic scholars have attempted to classify or categorize the applicative and show how 
it fits into morphosyntax. Pylkkanen (2002) distinguishes between “high” applicatives 
and “low” applicatives. Luganda, she reports has high applicative, in her position, she 
asserts that a high applicative attaches above the verb and c-commands both it (the verb) 
and the direct object, while the low applicative attaches below the verb stem; in this case 
it c-commands only the direct object. Thus, for the high applicative, the applied argument 
has nothing to do with the verbal event, rather relates the applied object to the direct  
object. She further argues that low applicatives can be attached to transitive verbs. Since 
there needs to be a direct object to which the possession can be transferred which she 
asserts is not true for high applicatives.

Applicative Syntax
Kiyosawa (2006) argues that Salish applicatives are organized into two-way typology of 
‘relationals’ versus ‘redirectives’.  A relational applicative is attached to an intransitive 
verb base, and the resulting clause is a syntactically transitive construction, where a non-
theme nominal is the applied object. A redirective applicative is attached to a transitive 
verb stem which results in a clause that is a semantically ditransitive construction with 
three participants (arguments): a subject, an applied object, and a theme, for instance, see 
(7).  In  both  types  of  applicative  constructions,  the  applied  object  shows  all  of  the 
inflectional properties of the NP of a simple transitive clause.
Kiyosawa asserts that, like nominal objects in simple transitive (6), the applied object in 
applicative  constructions  (7)  appears  as  plain  NPs  if  they  are  overtly  expressed,  for 
instance ‘boy’ in the following sentences.
(6) Ni céw –ǝt -ǝs KwƟǝ   swiwles
      AUX help-RDR-3SUB DET    boy           ‘He helped the boy’

(7) Ni ?am-   ǝs         KwƟǝ swiwlǝs ?ǝ kwƟpukw

     AUX give – RDR – 3SUB        DET     boy OBL DET book
     ‘He gave the boy the book’

In (7) above, he reports that the applicative suffix is usually followed by a transitive 
suffix being -t (see Gerdts, 2006).

Method of Data Collection
The following are methods used to source data in this study.



In addition to my intuition as a native speaker of Basà language, data collected for this 
work  consists  of  multimedia  recording  of  grammatical  structures  from  natural  and 
spontaneous  discourse  observed,  staged  and  elicited  spoken  data  from  fluent  native 
speakers, and a customized wordlist to generate data that are applicative biased. Other 
relevant linguistic and non-linguistic materials such as the Basà Bible, hymns etc were 
also  used  as  a  means  of  gathering  primary  data  for  this  work.  The  researcher  also 
observed  other  native  speakers  and  interacted  with  them  to  study  features  of 
morphosyntax pertaining applicativization.

Applicative Construction in Basà
The applicative morpheme manifests different allomorphs in Basà. Different verbs are 
characterized by both suffixes  and infixes  both of  which are  mutually  exclusive (the 
application of one process precludes the other) and perform the same function. This can 
be exemplified in the following subsections.

Benefactive:
This semantic role indicates an entity benefiting from an action.
(8)
 i. Plain:
NR      zhẹ     méY    ‘nwéY ẹ   aswala
1SG-SUB AUX 1SG  dispose   trash  ‘I will dispose trash’

Applicative:
NR          zhẹ    méY   ‘nwèY -njẹ    Jere aswala
ISG – SUB AUX AGR dispose-APPL name thrash
‘I will dispose the trash for Jere’
ii. Plain
Gà     Jasà séY ẹ           idíkéY
NOM name buy-PST shirt ‘Jasa bought a shirt / dress’

Applicative:
Gà Jasa sèY  -njẹ Làrẹ idíkéY
NOM name    buy-PST-APPL          name shirt  ‘Jasa bough Lare a dress’
The verb stems ‘nwé= ẹ and  sé= ẹ in (8i&ii) have long vowels in their base forms, but the 
attachment of the applicative morpheme modifies the internal structure of the verb stem 
by shortening their length. It also modifies the tone of the base form from high to low; 
hence it is low tone in the inflected form.



Locative Applicatives
This  set  of  applicatives  deals  with  special  location.  There  are  two  types  of  locative 
applicative, showing location either to or from which an entity moves in relation to the 
applied object. This is discussed in the following sub-sections.
Goal
This is the semantic role that shows the place into which an entity moves. For examples,
(9)
i. Plain:
Kálá ugùzhi
throw knife  ‘Throw the knife’
Applicative:
Ba      kala-                    nà       Jéere ugùzhi
3SG-SBJ throw-PST-HAB-APPL name knife         ‘S/he throws a knife at Jere’
ii. Plain:
Gá-  ZájẹmèY  suri
NOM-name move ‘Zajeme moved’
Applicative:
Gà-ZájẹmèY     sule-ni          Jása
NOM-name  move-PST-APPL name ‘Zajene charged at Jasa’
iii. Plain
Gà-GwòY soY leyi
NOM-name       fall-PST ‘Gwoso fell’
Applicative:
Gà-GwòY soY leyi- teni GèY bi
NOM-name    lean on-PST APPL name ‘Gwoso leaned on Gebi’

In example (9) above,  kálá ‘throw’ is the base form. The attachment of the applicative 
suffix -nà modifies its meaning, indicating that ‘the knife was thrown towards the applied 
object (Gwoso)’. The same features are characterized in the rest of the examples, apart 
from some exceptions where tones are stable in some cases.
In (9ii), the consonant of the base (a trill /r/), is replaced with a lateral (/l/) in the inflected 
form.  In  this  language,  where  this  inflectional  process  applies  to  a  stem whose  last 
syllable begins with trill sound, the applicative affix triggers a modification or replacive 
process, where the trill (onset), is replace  with a lateral sound. That is why the consonant 
sounds of the root and the complex word in (9) vary.



Source: 
This is the semantic role that shows the place from which an entity moves. Examples:
(10)
 i. Plain:
Tú       gúùre
1PL-SUB return-PST ‘We returned’
Applicative:
Tú      gúlè -ni              bù 
1Pl-SUB return-PST-APPL 3SG ‘We return back to him / her’
ii. Plain:
Àà    zháàjẹ
3PL-SUB come-PST ‘They came’
Applicative:
Àà                zhágà – nẹ bòY
3PL-SUB come PST-APPL 3SG  ‘They visited him/her’

iii. Plain:
Bì Jíìye
3SG-SUB return-PST ‘She returned’
Applicative: 
Bì jíyè -ni           bwolo    ubwa
3SG-SUB return-PST-APPL husband POSS-3SG.O
‘She returned from divorce / separation’

Each of the cases in (10) shows that the attachment of an applicative marker indicates the 
source of the action towards the applied object, and triggers a structural adjustment of the 
verb stem. The base form of the verbs is characterized by a long vowel, each of which is 
falling tone. In each case, the low vowel deletes and leaves a short vowel with a high 
tone. The final syllable of each root is characterized by a mid tone, but in the inflected 
form, there is tone modification where the mid tone is replaced as a result of the process. 
Although, there are instances where the same tone may subsist, but such a structure will  
result in a different meaning entirely, where it indicates a different special location further 
away from the speaker.  
Furthermore, in (10ii), the second syllable of the verb stem modifies or replaces its initial 
sound /dʒj/ (i.e. post alveolar affricate) to /g/ (velar plosive) as a result of the attachment 
of applicative affix. 



Maleficiary
This semantic role is performed by the subject to the detriment of the applied object that 
loses from the performance of a certain action. The allomorph used to mark this semantic 
role is attached within the verb stem (infix) though some verbs take a suffix. This can be 
illustrated in the following:
(11)
 i. Plain
BòY bweji ihilwè
3SG-SUB   break-PST water pot ‘He broke the water pot’
Applicative:
BòY      bwe-de-ji              Làrẹ    ihilwè
3SG-SUB break-APPL-PST name water pot  ‘S/he broke Lare’s water pot’

ii. Plain:
Bù         zunji icèce
3SG-SUB  steal-PST bicycle  ‘S/he stole a bike’
Applicative:
 Bù zun-de-ji            biyeèjilo     ubwa icèce
3SG-SUB steal-APPL-PST friend POSS-3SG-OBJ bicycle

‘S/he stole his/her friend’s bicycle’

iii. Plain:
Bù     dwonù   ukàtà
3SG-SUB break-PST umbrella ‘S/he broke an umbrella’

Applicative:
Bù dwo –no-nù           biyeèjilo   ubwa                  ukàtà
3SG-SUB break-APPL-PST friend     POSS-3SG-OBJ umbrella  ‘S/he  broke  his/her 
friend’s umbrella’
iv. Plain:
Bù        huwi iyimèY yẹ
3SG-SUB finish-PST  food ‘S/he finished the food’
Applicative:
Bù         huwe-ni   atwamwa iyimèY yẹ
3SG-SUB finish-PST people    food ‘S/he ate up people’s food’
In the foregoing examples, the action of the verb stem is done to the detriment of the 
applied object. In (i),  Làré= ’s pot was broken; (ii),  a friend’s bicycle was stolen; (iii),  a 



friend’s  umbrella was broken; (iv), food meant for some people was eaten by another 
person, that is, it was probably stolen. The action in each of the inflected form is carried 
out by the agent and subject, whereas the applied object is at the losing end. 

Stimuli / Psychological Event
This applicative is used to express a situation where the applied object is affected by the 
pleasure/stimuli of the action or state of the verb. Examples:
(12)
 i. Plain:
Iswẹ ẹ lẹcẹmẹ
honey-AGR  sweet ‘Honey is sweet’
Applicative
iswẹ     ẹ           latọma-nẹ   bòY
honey-AGR    sweet-APPL 3SG ‘S/he enjoys the pleasure of honey’

ii. Plain
mèni   mi   lemi
water AGR cold ‘Water is cold’
Applicative:
Mèni mi leme-ni    bòY
Honey AGR sweet-APPL 3SG-OBJ ‘S/he enjoys cold water’

iii. Plain:
Mèni mi lemi  ‘Water is cold’
Water AGR   cold
Applicative:
Mèni mi leme-ni bù
Water AGR  cold-APPL 3SG-OBJ ‘S/he enjoys the cool water’

iv. Plain:
Èè lukumi
3PL-SUB        tired ‘They are tired’
Applicative:
Èè          lukume-ni     àn
3PL-SUB tire-PST-APPL 3PL-OBJ ‘They are tired of them’ 

In the foregoing, the verb stem inflects to indicate that the applied object is affected by  
the pleasure or displeasure of the action or state implied by the predicate of the sentence.



Generally, the attachment of an applicative operator automatically triggers an application 
of an applied object which displaces the inherent object and moves it rightmost. In this 
case, a monovalent verb becomes bivalent and a bivalent verb becomes di- or bitransitive. 
In any case, the valency of the predicate increases by one argument in addition to the 
basic one(s).  Furthermore,  the meaning of  the sentence is  modified to imply that  the 
action is done either to the benefit or detriment of the applied object.
The  position  of  Pylkanem  (2002)  as  expressed  in  the  review  probably  fits  certain 
languages or Bantu languages which are her main foci. In Basà, as can be observed in (8-
12), these two criteria are not really applicable (i.e. ‘high’ and ‘low’ applicatives), though 
applicative constructions in Basà are very productive and are equally characterized by 
valency increase. 
Pylkkanen (2002) argues that high applicatives apply above the verb and c-commands 
both the verb and its direct object, while the low applicative attaches below the verb, but 
c-commands only the direct object. In the case of high applicative, the applied argument 
relates to the action of the verb (that is, the event). In Basà, apart from applicatives that 
refer to reflexive constructions, all other applicative affixes attach below the verb, but 
have  the  characteristics  of  what  she  describes  as  “high”  applicatives  and  not  “low” 
applicatives, though they contrast in their position of attach to the verb stem. The low 
applicative, which she reports has nothing to do with the verb stem is opposed to Basà 
applicatives which attach below the verb stem and expresse a thematic effect and relate 
the verb stem with the applied object and the direct object. In her opinion, the attachment 
of an applicative affix in a certain position determines its function either to the verb stem 
in the case of high applicative or the applied argument in the case of the low applicative.
Pylkkanen (2002) further argues that low applicatives can only attach to transitive verbs, 
since there needs to be a direct object to which the possession can be transferred. This 
contrast is not applicable to Basà language. Applicative affixes attach below the verb 
stems that  are  both  transitive  and intransitive.  Where  a  verb  is  intransitive,  the  affix 
serves as an automatic operator that triggers a transitivity effect, and where it is transitive, 
an  additional  argument  applies  to  the  sentence  making  it  bi-transitive  (three-place 
argument).
At this point,  the researcher disagrees with the proposition of Pylkkanen (2002) with 
regards to two categories of the applicative affixes and their functions with evidence from 
Basà. In Basà, applicatives of this sort apply below the verb to carry out all the functions 
she expresses (i.e. high and low applicatives), and the semantics of the applied objects in 
such applicative constructions relates to both the predicate and the applied object. For 
instance, see (8, 9, and 12) above.



Conclusion
In  Basà,  the  applicative  morpheme -njẹ, ‘do’ which  has  various  allomorphs,  plays  a 
variety  of  applicative  roles,  each  of  which  introduces  a  new  argument  (an  applied 
argument) to the predicate; thereby increasing the valency of the verb. The morpheme 
attached to the verb stem has no single meaning as earlier mentioned. The applicative can 
be benefactive, maleficiary, locative, (goal and source), stimuli or psychological as shown 
in the examples above.  The attachment of an applicative morpheme to the verb stem 
transitivizes an intransitive verb and derives a ditransitive form from a transitive verb. In 
this linguistic process, animacy is at play: applied objects are usually animate in Basà; the 
applicative  does  not  introduce an  instrument  or  any inanimate  object  as  some Bantu 
languages do.
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